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HR Leadership in the New Economy: 
  

Developing and Empowering a Workforce of Future Leaders 
 

This eye-opening, must-see program for all levels of HR leadership is based on the 5th book "Things 
LEADERS Say: A Daily Guide to Help Every Leader Empower & Inspire". Leaders now face new 
pressures to produce more with less, which unfortunately leads many to fall into the "do-it-all-myself" 
trap. However, a "Control Freak" corporate culture is one of the most dangerous and damaging to any 
organization.  
 

Leaders who don't effectively delegate certainly bring about stress, burnout, turnover, and rising health 
care costs--not to mention taking time and attention away from the most important projects and 
responsibilities.  However, even deeper, a lack of leadership through empowering squelches employee 
development, negatively impacts succession planning, and even causes a direct "negative ROI" impact 
to each organization through an ineffective use of human resources.  Enjoy this important and 
entertaining program which illustrates what HR should do to develop & empower millennials--and how 
to avoid the damaging impacts of organizations which don't. 

 
"HR Leadership Lessons From H-O-L-L-Y-W-O-O-D!" 

 

Andy creatively uses the magical imagery of Hollywood to help HR leaders DEVELOP and EMPOWER 
their organizations—in this challenging era of having to “Do More With Less”. That’s right, LEARN and 
be ENTERTAINED from actual license-protected scenes from movies such as Forrest Gump, The Iron 
Lady, The Devil Wears Prada—and even Toy Story and Bruce Almighty!  Powerful leadership principles 
are based on Andy’s latest book “Things LEADERS Say: A Daily Guide to Help Every Leader Empower 
& Inspire.” Andy’s interactive program provides attendees with not only a memorable multi-media 
experience, but also with immediate “take-home” value to help HR develop and empower future leaders 
for today’s new economy. 


